
We, the ANARCHIST BLACK CROSS Rhineland, see ourselves as a 
supporting structure for prisoners and their friends. The group was 
founded in autumn 2015 and did support most of the prisoners from 
the Hambach Forest. To make this easier we developed a form for a 
faster first aid support after the imprisonment. 

There will be two names & pronouns for you in case you are arrested 
(no matter whether you are anonymous or not). Both names can be the 
same, but don’t have o be.

Name & pronoun #1: That’s the name you choose for yourself for the 
time of your arrest, a name your friend know you by (e.g. first 
name, nickname, prison name). It’s the name we will use to publish 
your imprisonment at the abc blog:

___________________ & __________
      Name           Pronoun 

Name & pronoun #2: It’s the name the authorities will know you by. 
This can either be the name in your/someone’s passport or, if you 
are detained anonymously, a (new) name the judicial system assigns 
you to. 

1. In case I stay anonymous towards the authorities my name #2 (e.g.
anonymous person 1)  will be published for writing letters to me. 

2. In case I tell the authorities – after getting arrested or maybe 
later after being brought to the prison – my/a name it appears to be
quite useful to also publish #2, so that people from the outside can
write letters directly to me.

O You can publish my name #2 to make receiving letters easier. 
O Please have people send letters via the abc to me. 

3. In publicity work about my imprisonment, please use the following
description

O person active in____________    O activist from _________
O anarchist        O ___________________

4. The following supporters/people of trust should be informed about
my imprisonment and talked to about support.

Name/Contact: 

EA no. & colour:
Remember this number well and tell
them to the EA/lawyers!



5. The following people should also be informed by the abc: 
Who? When? How? 

6. If possible, the following people should not get any information 
about my imprisonment (not even if they ask e.g. directly): 

7. If you don’t get a defense lawyer payed by the state, how would 
you like to be defended? 

O I’d like to defend myself, but after being asked again. 
O I still wish to have a lawyer. 
O I’d like __________ to defend me as layperson – I studied 
that topic and talk to my layperson about it intensely.

8. Inspection of files (This makes solidarity/support much easier).
I allow the following people/groups to see in my files:

O ABC Rhineland 
O trust person: 
O No one, except of my lawyer 

9. Do you need certain medication or food? Are you allergic/have 
diseases? 

O Yes: 
O No 

10. I would like to receive reading material on the following topics
rather soon after my imprisonment: 

11. I speak/understand the following languages:

12. Where is your stuff? (Try to keep your things together, make 
people know where your stuff/passport etc is, so we can find it 
quickly if needed.) 

13. Important notes: 


